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Summary
The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd together with partner organisations around
Gower assisted the City and County of Swansea in its successful funding bid to the heritage
lottery fund for a heritage landscape project on Gower. The Gower Landscape Partnership
(GLP) is managing a number of significant initiatives designed to preserve and repair distinctive
landscape and heritage features and to assist in the interpretation and understanding of the rich
cultural and ecological heritage on Gower. The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust is a
GLP partner, alongside seventeen other organisations that have come together in a
collaborative agreement to protect, conserve, manage, understand and inform on Gower’s
special qualities.
The main aim of this project was to identify Ancient trackways, particularly those linking North
and South Gower that could be travelled by foot. Four routes were identified. Penclawdd to
Three Cliff Bay; Llanrhidian to Oxwich; Llangennith to Oxwich and Three Crosses to Caswell.
The work was carried out by volunteers with support provided by GGAT staff. Volunteers were
given training in map regression, use of aerial photographs, how to use the Archwilio website as
well as access to tithe maps through the Cynefin project. They were also given training in using
specialist mapping software (MapInfo) which enabled them to digitally map the trackways based
on the different map editions. They were also provided with training in archival research at West
Glamorgan Archives to enable them to gain an understanding of the resources available and
how to access and use them.
The volunteers were also trained in hedgerow dating and identification, which along with the use
of historic mapping can indicate a date range for the trackways. As the volunteers were working
outside and sometimes on their own they were given training in health and safety awareness and
writing risk assessments. The volunteers were also shown how to use social media to advertise
the work that they were carrying out. The training culminated in a field session surveying one of
the identified trackways. The information gathered from the project will be uploaded to the
historic environment record (HER).
The volunteers learnt many transferrable skills such as I.T skills through using specialist
software, map reading skills and using information for research purposes. They worked in small
groups which helped to improve their confidence and work as part of a team during the surveys.
They also implemented numeracy skills through the undertaking of measured sketches.
The feedback from the volunteers showed that participants experienced a high degree of
satisfaction.
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1 Introduction
The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd, together with partner organisations around
Gower, assisted the City and County of Swansea in its successful funding bid to the Heritage
Lottery Fund for a heritage landscape project on Gower. The Gower Landscape Partnership
(GLP) is managing a number of significant initiatives designed to preserve and repair distinctive
landscape and heritage features and to assist in the interpretation and understanding of the rich
cultural and ecological heritage on Gower. The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust is a
GLP partner, alongside seventeen other organisations that have come together in a collaborative
agreement to protect, conserve, manage, understand and inform on Gower’s special qualities.
One of the proposals under the Gower Landscape Partnership was to provide training and
professional support to volunteers in the investigation of ancient ways of Gower. The project had
the intention of providing a first step into the establishment of new walking routes across Gower.
Tenders were sought for this work and the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust’s bid was
successful.
Objectives







To train volunteers in the identification and mapping of route ways from digital data
sources.
To train volunteers in the assessment of condition of route ways across Gower.
To identify a selection of potential routes which could be put forward as new Registered
Rights of Way (particularly those with a north-south link, and those which avoid current
road networks) and identify any maintenance issues arriving from the survey.
To train volunteers in dating methods applied to trackways.
To provide a base line methodology and dataset and equip volunteers with the skills
needed for further work on routeways across Gower.
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2 Volunteer training
Training
The aim of the training was to give the volunteers a solid grounding and practical skills to allow
them to continue working on their own or in groups after the project had finished.
Volunteers were recruited at training sessions, via email from advertisements, from current
GGAT volunteers, Volunteering-Wales and Swansea Council for Voluntary Service.
Advertisements for events were placed in various local newspapers and magazines as well as
distributed via volunteers and an email list as well as social media. The total number attending
all training events and volunteering was 121 although several of the volunteers attended more
than one session. The total number of training sessions/events delivered was 13.
Volunteers were given training in map regression (the layering of historic maps and map
editions), use of aerial photographs, how to use the Archwilio website (www.archwilio.org.uk)
and tithe maps with assistance from staff working on the Cynefin project. They were also given
training in using specialist mapping software called MapInfo which enabled them to digitally
map the trackways. They were also provided with training at West Glamorgan Archives to
enable them to gain a good understanding of their resources and how to access and use them.
Volunteers were also trained in hedgerow dating (Hooper’s Law) and identification which along
with the use of historic mapping can indicate a date range for the trackways. As the volunteers
were working outside and sometimes on their own they were given training in health and safety
awareness and writing risk assessments. The volunteers also had training in how to utilise social
media. The training culminated in a field session where part of one of the identified trackways
was surveyed. The information gathered from this will be uploaded to the historic environment
record (HER).
The volunteers learned valuable transferable skills through the project, such as: I.T skills;
through accessing different research material online; using databases to record finds and using
the Mapinfo computer software to map trackways. They improved numeracy skills through using
measurements and maps and developed their English skills through writing blogs and learning
how to research sites which is also another skill. Volunteers also built on their confidence
through working as part of small groups and teams. These skills were measured through the
volunteer feedback and through observing volunteers.
Legacy
The volunteers were fully trained in many different aspects of this work so that they themselves
can undertake similar projects individually or in groups after the project finished. They are now
able to carry out research and know what resources are available to them as well as being able to
carry out fieldwork.
This project has revealed a great enthusiasm from the local community, and that there is a need
for similar projects within this area. Several of the volunteers have continued volunteering with
the Trust on other projects.
Some of the volunteers were given the trackway maps (see figures 3, 4 and 5) and will continue
to walk and record the identified routes. These volunteers will also undertake further research at
Glamorgan archives to see how far back these routes can be traced. All this information will be
5
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uploaded to the HER. Five volunteers are planning to survey the trackways and six volunteers
are planning on doing further archive research.
Feedback
The volunteers were given feedback forms to fill out after the training sessions. These forms
were provided by GLP. The following questions were asked:
What activity have you done today?
Have you done something similar before? Y/N/Don’t know
Would you like to do something similar again? Y/N/Don’t know. Please explain your answer.
How would you rate the visit/activity overall 0 (very poor) to 5 (Excellent). Please explain your
answer. How, if at all could the activity be improved?
What have you learned from the activity?
To what extent has the activity increased your understanding of Gower’s special qualities – its
distinct landscape and heritage? Not at all/slightly/moderately/a lot/don’t know. Please explain
your answer.
Has this activity inspired you to visit Gower more often? Y/N/I already visit Gower regularly/not
sure. Please explain your answer.
Is there anything that makes it difficult for you to visit Gower? Y/N/Don’t know. If yes what are
these barriers and how could they be overcome.
At the end of the questionnaire there was space for any further comments so that more detailed
feedback could be given. Some of the responses were:
‘I thoroughly enjoyed working with GGAT and volunteers on Sunday and I would be happy to
work with GGAT on any further hedgerow dating surveys. Everyone was so friendly and I also
learned a lot about the history of Gower and its ancient trackways.’
‘Sunday’s training was thorough enabling me to undertake a part of the surveying on an
important project.’
‘It was very informative. Really enjoyed.’
‘The stay with GGAT has opened my eyes to the immense amount of knowledge in archaeology
that is available for future enjoyment’ (in reference to further volunteering done with GGAT).
The total number of attendance on this project was 121 although many people volunteered more
than once. The results of the feedback showed that the volunteers experienced a high degree of
satisfaction. This project has revealed a great enthusiasm from the local community, and that
there is a need for more archaeological projects within this area.
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3 Mapping
One of the key objectives identified for the project was to identify the potential for the
establishment of new walking routes across Gower based on old routeways that had fallen out of
use, in particular those which linked North and South Gower and those which provided a safer
walking route avoiding the current road and lane network across Gower which can be subject to
heavy traffic.
Initially the current Registered Rights of Way (digital dataset obtained from
http://www.rowmaps.com/) along with the road network (OS Open Roads) were mapped
together to look for gaps in the network, with a focus on linking North and South Gower. Two
main areas of potential were identified, centered on the areas of Pengwern Common and
Renoyldston. The rights of way officer was also consulted to see which routes needed
improvement or had access issues.
The next task was to look at historic mapping to identify routes no longer in use. The first
Edition OS map (25” to 1 mile) was used to map footpaths and old roads and lanes into a GIS
layer. Whilst undertaking this exercise, it became apparent that two of the main gaps in the
network lay on areas of common land. Whilst there are some Registered Rights of Way across
the common land, many more routes exist(ed) across these open access areas, however, it is
unknown what condition some of these routes were in and whether they were still being utilised.
Therefore, the routeways across the common areas of Cefn Bryn, Fairwood, Pengwern and
Welsh Moor were mapped so that ways which joined up to current routes on and off the common
could be identified. These routes can be seen on figure 1.
The next step was to see which of these best lined up with closing gaps in the established Rights
of Way (RoW) network and to look at modern mapping and aerial photographs (AP’s) to
determine if these routes had potential for active use. Comparison of the modern mapping and
AP’s indicated that many of the routes seemed viable. Those which linked north and south
Gower and had the most potential for becoming registered RoW or for being promoted as a
walking route to join up with the current RoW are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4.
The first of these routes starts at Oxwich in south Gower, passes up through Penrice, through
Cefyn Bryn common, looping round Arthur’s stone and continues on up to Llanrhidian where it
ends.
The second route also starts at Oxwich, continues to the north-west towards Berry, Knelston and
then has two diversions; both looping round the Harding’s down area and finishing in
Llangennith.
The third route starts in south Gower at Three Cliff Bay, leads to Parkmill, skirts round the west
side of Ilston and cuts through Pengwern common. The route has two diversions either out
towards Fairwood common to the east and then up to Penclawdd or out towards Welshmoor in
the west and up to Llanmorlais where there is a final option to link Llanmorlais and Penclawdd.
The final route starts at Caswell Bay in the south, to Murton, through Barland common, through
the edge of Fairwood common and ends in Three Crosses.
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These routes will benefit from further assessment in the field and volunteers went out with
GGAT staff to survey a section of the Oxwich to Llangennith trackway which had been
identified (see figure 5).
Results of further archive research
At the time of this report one of the volunteers had been back to Glamorgan archives after
receiving training. He identified that the route chosen around Penrice is visible on the 1846 tithe
map and the circular route around Arthur’s stone is visible on the 1838 tithe map.
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Based on the Ordnance Survey 1:10000 Landplan
with the permission of The Controller of Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office, © Crown Copyright,
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd,
Licence number AL10005976
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Figure 1. Routes mapped by volunteers (shown in red).
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Based on the Ordnance Survey 1:10000 Landplan
with the permission of The Controller of Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office, © Crown Copyright,
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd,
Licence number AL10005976
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Figure 2. Penclawdd to Three Cliffs trackway route (shown in red).
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Based on the Ordnance Survey 1:10000 Landplan
with the permission of The Controller of Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office, © Crown Copyright,
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd,
Licence number AL10005976
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Figure 3. Three Crosses to Caswell trackway route (shown in red).
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Area shown in Figure 5
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Figure 4. Oxwich to Llangennith and Oxwich to Llanrhidian trackway routes (shown in red).
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Figure 5. Oxwich to Llangennith: section of trackway surveyed by volunteers (shown in red).
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4 Survey
A section of the Oxwich to Llangennith trackway (NGR SS4911586921 to NGR SS4822287112)
was selected for the practical training exercise (see figure 5). On the first edition map (1878) this
route surveyed is labelled as ‘Old Sheep Lane’ which means it was in existence and potentially
gone out of use by the time the map was produced. It would have been one of the many drovers
routes in Gower for transporting livestock.
On December 4th 2016 the practical recording session took place which involved eleven
volunteers.
The aim of this survey was to inform on use and management and to establish dating and
condition. The information gained from the survey will be added to the regional Historic
Environment Record.
Volunteers working as part of groups or on their own were given a ‘boundary recording sheet’
and a ‘trackway recording sheet’ as well as a tape measure, an OS map of the area and a
handheld GPS. Each section of trackway had two corresponding boundary recording sheets (one
for each side of the trackway). A section of trackway was defined by a change in profile, a
change in surface or a significant change in the hedgerows. A 30m sample of each section was
then assessed for species and dating.
Coeden Fach community tree nursery helped with hedgerow identification, which was
particularly helpful given the season; the volunteers had previously been trained to identify
species through identification of foliage in September.
The volunteers recorded information such as accessibility, NGR, sketches, photographs,
condition and current management. Finally the age of the hedgerow was estimated by counting
the number of species and using the formula (110 x Number of woody species + 30) = Age of
hedgerow (Hooper’s law).
Survey Results
Oxwich to Llangennith trackway (see figure 5)
Start of trackway/boundary (1) NGR SS4911586921
The start of the trackway was hardcore/gravel/concrete with a width of 2.5m. Its current use is as
a bridleway/right of way which is the same for the full length surveyed. There was a half-hedge
bank on either side of the trackway which showed evidence of laying (see plate 2) and consisted
of earth with a stone core. The species identified were Blackthorn, Hawthorn, Hazel and Holly
on the southern side and Elder, Gorse, Hazel and Sycamore in the northern side. There were no
issues with access.
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Plate 1: Start of the trackway surveyed. View to West (0.5m scale).

Plate 2: Evidence of laying in section one. View to the North (0.5m scale).
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Plate 3: View to the North West (0.5m scale).

Start of section (2) NGR SS4883486874
The trackway was hardcore/gravel/sand with a width of 1.8m. This section had a full hedge bank
on either side which measured 2m high by 2m wide on either side. This section was still
accessible but slightly overgrown and it was still of earth and stone construction. It had been
flailed at some point. Blackthorn, Hazel and Hornbeam were identified in the southern side
whilst Hazel, Hornbeam and Willow were present in the northern side.
Start of section (3) NGR SS4869686854
The trackway was bare earth at this point with a width of 2.5m. This section had a half bank with
a water-filled ditch to the northern side and the hedgerow was untrimmed. There were uneven,
slippery sections which would be very poor in bad weather but it was generally good underfoot.
The route becomes more overgrown and there was evidence of coppicing and laying. Ash,
blackthorn and Hazel were present in the southern hedgerow whilst Hazel and Willow were
present in the northern side.
Start of section (4) NGR SS4862386844
The trackway was bare earth with a width of 4m. It was freely accessible but it would be very
muddy in bad weather. Blackthorn, Elder, Willow and Hawthorn were present in both
hedgerows.
Start of section (5) NGR SS4841986861
The trackway was bare earth and was accessible. The bank was a full hedge bank of earthen
construction. The hedgerow was untrimmed with evidence of laying. Blackthorn and Willow
were present in the southern side and Broom, Hazel and Holly were present in the northern side.
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End of trackway surveyed (6) NGR SS4822287112

Plate 4: End of trackway surveyed. View to the West.

It was estimated that these hedgerows could have been up to 470 years old in sections by using
Hoopers law. This should only be used to complement map regression. Further to the project the
volunteers will use their research skills to trace the routes using the maps available in West
Glamorgan Archives.
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5 Conclusion and recommendations
The results of the mapping showed that many of the current rights of way already followed the
older trackways and by linking these up, longer north-south walking routes across Gower can be
created.
The results of the survey showed that the section of the route surveyed was fairly well
maintained and easily accessible. It also showed that the start of the route had some mature
species in it as well as being of earth and stone construction both of which suggest this route
could be of age.
Volunteers plan to survey the rest of this route, along with the other routes chosen for further
study (see figures 2, 3 and 4) which will provide further information on age, accessibility and
maintenance.
Recommendations for further work
There were many routes identified by the volunteers as part of the project which can be seen in
figure 1. These routes would also benefit from survey and condition monitoring as well as further
archive research. This will provide further information on age, accessibility and maintenance of
the routes linking north and south Gower.
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